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From the corner of my eye while sitting at Burger King, I figured out life

Abstract
In lieu of an abstract, below is the essay’s first paragraph.

"I watched as the white station wagon pulled into the Burger King parking lot and eased into the handicapped parking space. It was 1:04 p.m. and twenty-five seconds when the young man sitting shotgun opened the door. The woman driver was dressed in retro winter clothes, an old long blue coat, knitted blue hat and cheap denims and sneakers. She carefully removed a small metal walker from the trunk."
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This prose is available in The Angle: http://fisherpub.sjfc.edu/angle/vol2001/iss2/4
From the corner of my eye while sitting at Burger King, I figured out life.

I watched as the white station wagon pulled into the Burger King parking lot and eased into the handicapped parking space. It was 1:04 p.m. and twenty-five seconds when the young man sitting shotgun opened the door. The woman driver was dressed in retro winter clothes, an old long blue coat, knitted blue hat and cheap denims and sneaks. She carefully removed a small metal walker from the trunk. The young man held onto her arm for dear life as she helped him to his fragile, turned-in feet. Each step was a battle. The expression on his face became a little more intense with each inch his feet moved. The dusting of snow and ice did not help his cause much. 1:08 p.m. and fifteen seconds. The retro woman took a drag from what appeared to be a Misty cigarette as this young man struggled to reach the front door. He was only halfway there. His slow progress confused customers pulling in, as they were unsure whether to wait for him or go around. They all went around. I watched as his neck began to drop and his grip on the walker tightened. I ate my freshly baked onion rings, wondering if he needed a hand. The curb adjacent to the front door was covered in snow and slush and was sure to pose yet another problem. With the last bite of my Whopper JR. I smiled before swallowing as my new inspiration conquered this huge task and had two exhausted feet on the sidewalk. He was almost there. 1:11 p.m. and eight seconds said my watch as I held the door for this warrior and his companion. “Thanks,” he said between gasps for cold air. “My pleasure,” I replied, watching his knees tremble. “You know you should really start using your wheelchair,” his sidekick said. “Why? My legs work,” he confidently answered. “And besides, what’s the hurry?”

I took the long way back to school after eating Burger King that day. I wasn’t in any hurry.